
Auto NT 
Automated NT measurement at your finger 

Focus on Early Health 
 
Fetal nuchal transluency(NT) thickness is the most effective marker of 
trisomy 21 and all other major chromosomal defects. Increased NT is  
also associated with many fetal defects, genetic syndromes and 
adverse pregnancy outcomes.  
 
Introducing  software-based Nuchal Translucency (Auto NT), the 
reliable semi-automated tool  provides quantifiable NT measurements. 
With its intuitively designed user interface,  Auto NT helps users 
efficiently perform reliable examinations to combine with other risk 
assessment tools for trisomy 21.  

 
 

Emphasis on the need for Accuracy and standardization 
 
In clinical practice, maternal age, maternal blood sampling and NT 
measurement have high detection rates for trisomy 21. Therefore,  
accuracy in NT measurement is extremely crucial.  
According to multi-center researches, the estimated SD(standard 
deviation) of differences between repeated measurements of the  
same NT by different repeated operators using the manual method  
was 0.24mm, compared with 0.05mm for the semi-automated 
method. *  

 
 
 
 
 

Auto NT helps ensure the accuracy of NT measurement 
 
Based on clinical data, this Auto NT measurement, an easy-to-use, 
semi-automated tool for the NT thickness helps to avoid the inter- and 
intra-variability that comes with manual measurements, as well as 
over- and underestimation. Auto NT can help clinicians achieve 
reliable, reproducible results to support their clinical decision-making. 

[ Manual NT measurement (1.9cm)] 

[ Auto NT measurement (1.63cm)] 

* Semi-automated system for measurement of nuchal translucency thickness:  
  J. Moratalla et al.,  UOG 2010 



Box placed over nuchal space 

Report 

>>  Convex: SC1-6H, SC1-4H(S) 
>>  Volume Convex: SVC1-6H 
>>  Endovaginal : EV3-10X, EC3-10X 
                               EV3-10H, EC3-10H 
                               E3-10H 
                               VE3-10H 
 >>  Preset: OB, GYN              

A vailable Probes and Presets 

Easy Step for Auto NT 

1. 

Acquire the magnified mid-sagittal view of 
the fetus  

2. 

At the best frame for NT thickness, 
Press the [Auto NT] after freeze and  
[MEASURE]  button. 

Place the ROI over the Nuchal space and 
then, [Auto NT] will automatically propose 
an NT measurement with two red lines. 
According to the fetal position, users can choose 
[Face-up] or [Face-down] by select key. 

 

3. 

Final result 




